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Over the past decade, Corplex has evolved from the new kid on the block, building small townhouse
complexes, into a one-stop shop for a wide variety of projects. With a broad skill set and a focus on
true customer service, Corplex delivers the highest quality, time and time again...

Written by Dave Côté

“W

HEN I drive past one of our buildings I feel
a sense of achievement, but more importantly, I feel a great sense of pride knowing
that we have helped our clients realise their dreams and
aspirations to own and operate within their own building.”
Corplex’s Director of Business Operations, Mr Steve Camerlengo, has many reasons to feel proud when he sees a completed Corplex building. “Customer
satisfaction is paramount to our ‘best
practice’ and ‘continuous improvement’ business model. This is why all
our projects are delivered on time and
to budget with an exemplary health
and safety record.”
Corplex began in 2002 with residential
construction, building luxury homes
and townhouses, but soon moved
into constructing small warehouses
and office buildings. With a focus on
customer service and satisfaction,
Corplex quickly progressed to larger
projects including the McCubbin
Gardens Retail Centre in Taylors Lakes
and multi-unit commercial complexes
in Bundoora and Laverton. Corplex has constructed buildings
for some of Australia’s largest organisations including the Australian Government, Goodman Fielder, Stockland and MAB
Corporation.
“We can work from inception through to ongoing maintenance of the end product, based on the client’s requirements,”
confirms Mr Camerlengo. “The main part of our business is
commercial construction but we also do many design and
construct projects as well as major refurbs and fit outs.”

The construction process can be a frustrating affair, but
Corplex ensures that the experience is positive and hasslefree. Essentially, all it takes is an initial sit down with the directors of Corplex to discuss and understand the requirements
and nature of the project. This consultation ensures that the
finished product will meet the client’s requirements. From
there, the company’s experienced team of designers and
engineers draft up a template of the proposed project, to
be reviewed by the client and revised through a cooperative
process. Once the design is finalised
it is then passed on to the relevant
authorities for approval. This whole
process is managed by Corplex’s experienced team of professionals, making
it hassle-free for clients.
There are two teams assigned to each
project; one will eventually work onsite
doing the actual construction, while
the team of very meticulous consultants will work offsite liaising with
authorities and contractors to ensure
the whole construction process runs
smoothly, often visiting the site to
survey the progress and make sure
that everything is being built to Corplex’s high standards. Throughout
the whole process Corplex remains in close contact with the
client, ensuring that budgets and timelines are adhered to and
clients are kept in the loop. Corplex then takes the project all
the way to handover, and even offers ongoing maintenance
of the building and grounds if required.
The company keeps its doors continually open to clients
and performs regular reviews just in case of any issues. A
defect can be something as small as a cracked ceiling tile,
but Corplex will fix it promptly, without a hitch. With a dedi-

cated maintenance department, Corplex aims to keep the
building up to a high standard throughout its life. With
service such as this, it is easy to see why Corplex has such a
strong reputation and why so much of its business comes by
referral and repeat business.
Mr Camerlengo cites the company’s people – from the strong
management team, to the project managers, construction
managers, engineers and labourers – as fundamental to its
success. “Everyone who deals with our clients has extensive
experience and knowledge, whether it be in construction or
engineering. Corplex maintains a team of specialists who are
in charge of coordinating all the work at the construction level,
and also boasts a dedicated Occupational Health and Safety
team,” says Mr Camerlengo. With some fulltime trades as well
as a quality team of subcontractors, Corplex is able to tackle
all facets of a project, maintaining an impeccable construction
site and delivering buildings of the highest standard.

“We can work from inception
through to ongoing maintenance
of the end product.”
The team members at Corplex all have confidence in one
another’s abilities, and that makes for solid and well rounded
working relationships. The management team is extremely meticulous when hiring new people, making sure they
always select the right person for the job. In 2010, Corplex
introduced its graduate programme. Through coaching
and mentoring, the company instils practices, knowledge
and skills that will ensure the future success of the Corplex
organisation as well as the personal and professional
development of the graduate.
At every level of the Corplex company structure, Customer
Relationship Management is the top priority and underpins
the company’s business ethos. Every member of the Corplex

staff is accessible to their clients, from the Management team
to the Construction team. “We like to be engaged with the
customer and with the building site,” explains Mr Camerlengo. “As part of our deliverable commitment we hold regular
meetings with our clients and keep in touch with what’s happening at the grassroots of the project.”
Every project is a new adventure for Corplex and even though
some are more challenging than others, they all bring something new to the company’s rich portfolio. “The real challenge
for our team,” says Mr Camerlengo, “is being able to make sure
that all of the client’s needs are met within the project. Having
recently delivered ten BER school buildings for the Education
Department that required liaising with multiple stakeholders,
we have learned that one of the greatest skills we bring to the
table is simply the ability to manage everyone’s expectations
during the construction process. We pride ourselves that we
can deliver both the technical expertise and the appropriate
customer service to ensure an optimal result.”
At present, Corplex is undertaking the construction of a very
large apple sorting facility – rather different from your average
commercial building. The facility needs spaces for very large
and specialised equipment that will be imported from Italy.
This machinery basically sorts and grades apples by floating
them down a huge channel. To accommodate this infrastruc-

ture, Corplex will construct a massive 15,000 square metre
warehouse that will include climate-controlled zones that
seal out oxygen and retain that delicious apple freshness. As
Mr Camerlengo explains, “A facility like this is great because
it’s at the forefront of Controlled Atmosphere Storage and will
create over 100 jobs for regional Victoria.”

“Every member of the Corplex staff is
accessible to their clients. ‘We like to be
engaged with the customer and with
the building site...’”
It is this willingness to take on unique projects that has kept
Corplex going strong, even through the GFC. During the construction downturn of recent years, the company kept its eyes
open to changes in the industry; the team began focusing
on government work and invested in marketing itself. “We
changed our style and it worked out for us... Australia didn’t
really get the worst of it, and we just did a bit of planning.”
As a result, the company has a good deal of work in the
pipeline going into 2013.
Having managed its growth wisely to this point, the next big
thing for Corplex will be a new head office right in Melbourne.
The company plans to let itself grow organically, by continuing to do what it does best – working diligently and cooperatively with the best interests of clients, the community, and
the industry as a whole in mind.

For more info:
Corplex | 14B Tullamarine Park Road,
Tullamarine VIC 3043 | Phone: (03) 8336 1439
www.corplex.com.au
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